The past is irrecoverable and the past is not past; the past is a resource for the future and the future is the redemption of the past; loss must be marked and it cannot be represented. looking at them, we might consider ourselves to be memory-bearers."
of the current German topography as "filled with relics and memories. So many things are buried in the landscape in Germany" that for Schorr, "the landscape feels so loaded." iii Schorr's images, which are much more problematic and provocative than Silas's, nonetheless also expose violence, resist amnesia and explore the fascist appropriation of the forest.
In an influential article about post-Holocaust photography, Ulrich Baer claims that precisely because the photographs that interest him do not contain "documentary information" they nonetheless "tell the truth."
iv Baer argues that truth is achieved through the aesthetic, which highlights the "unbridgeable gap between, on the one hand, philosophical efforts of understanding and historicist attempts at explanation and, on the other hand, the actual event of extermination." v Thus Baer posits that the aesthetic, through its effects on the representation of traumatic landscapes, approaches a reckoning between history and experience. Baer further argues that the landscape tradition, by which he means the tradition defined by European Romanticism in which "the environment that had once been ground to build on, plow, defend, or conquer came to be seen as an aesthetic entity to be contemplated by an enraptured subject in a process of introspection and increasing self-awareness" is "particularly well-suited to addressing the Holocaust as the historical event that calls into question that entire tradition." vi In other words, in linking the Romantic sensibility of the subject's relation to place with the disruption of the very concept of subjectivity that the Holocaust enacted, Baer opens up an analysis of how landscape and memory are working for and against each other through representations of landscapes that are inflected with Holocaust history.
A long, well-documented, and close connection binds the wooded landscape to German fascism. As one commentator on an exhibit of Silas's work succinctly put it, "For German culture-from Tacitus's Germania to Heidegger's descriptions of the Black Forest, from the landscapes of Caspar David Freidrich to the paintings of Anslem Kiefer-the landscape has been a significant leitmotif for German nationalism. For Jews, the landscape (and trees in particular) is a symbol of life and renewal." vii By placing Jews in the woodsboth the dead Jews whose history Silas wants to air and her own Jewish, second-generation survivor's body-Silas refuses not only amnesia about the death march but also the claim made by National Socialism on the wooded landscapes of Europe. According to Gunnar
Brands, "the untouched landscape [functioned as] a symbol of the rebirth of the German nation." viii Or as Malcolm Andrews phrases it, "the spiritual purity of a nation is…imagined in its landscapes." ix Thus a close connection binds the image of the wooded landscape to the fascist glorification of the fatherland.
As Simon Schama notes, German glory was heralded through the woods from which
Jews were excluded until they were murdered among the trees. In detailing how crucial the forests were to German folk myth, Schama also describes the banishment of the figure of the Jew from this sacred forest: "the rootless Jew was the purveyor of this corrupted, citified society, the forester was his antithesis-the embodiment of ethnic authenticity, rooted like his trees in the ancient earth of the fatherland." x After the war, the woods were reappropriated by Israel as a symbol of the masculinization of the stereotype of the pale, wan, Jewish man and a rewriting of the Palestinian landscape-a literal overwriting of Palestinian history through re-making Palestinian topography into Jewish topography. These trees had practical purposes of creating both fruit and timber but they were also overlaid with symbolic significance. Diaspora Jews were encouraged by Israel to sponsor the planting of trees in Israel and therefore to take over the fascist appropriation of the forest at the same time as co-opting the Palestinian landscape and creating necessary materials for settlement.
xi
In framing a wooded landscape [see Figure 7 ] so that it simultaneously invites and repels,
Silas engages with the traumatic history of the death march as well as with larger questions about the history and iconography of the forest. While the beauty of Silas and Schorr's images draws us in and opens up a dialogue between history and experience, these images also uncover the literal and metaphorical violence of these landscapes, resist the impulse toward erasure that the landscape always threatens, and refuse the pollution of the landscape tradition by fascist ideology.
I. Susan Silas, Helmbrechts walk
We are accustomed to think of the Holocaust as having no landscape-or at least Due to chaos at the end of the war, destruction of documents, and the diminishing pool of survivors and perpetrators, a reliable picture of the logic behind the Helmbrechts death march may never emerge; but certainly the German guards in this death march were sadistically cruel to the Jewish women who were their prisoners and the march had little purpose other than murdering more prisoners and escaping the Allies for a few more days.
The sense that this march epitomized the illogical, chaotic nature of the Holocaust made Silas want to re-trace these Jewish women's steps in order to visualize in a new way this turbulent close of the war. Silas feels that these marches are particularly compelling because the Nazis' "impulse to take the prisoners along once the war was clearly lost defies logic for me and it makes the innocent protests of those who claimed not to know anything of such things seem especially ludicrous." xix Indeed, the march went directly through many small villages where townspeople often tried to help the starving marchers only to be threatened with death by the Nazi guards. Silas's project thus engages deep historical questions that some sixty years of scholarship has not completely answered: why the death marches? How much and when did the surrounding populace know about the death camps in their midst?
For Silas, the impulse to undertake the route of a punishing death march also Silas's imagery echoes the photographs that illustrate Sebald's novels for these texts share a melancholy emptiness that often pervades the image, and they reflect on the intersection of landscape and memory. In contrast to the very close framing of the train track photograph in Sebald's Emigrants, however Silas framed "Day 11" [see Figure 3 ] from a distance to include more of the landscape. The railroad tracks that criss-cross this part of the landscape in Germany/Czechoslovakia are silent memorials to the deportations that moved Jews and others across vast distances during the genocide. The captions accompanying this image reinforce the sensation of lingering memory and its sinister implications because Silas here remembers of her stepfather, a "disenfranchised Catholic aristocrat" that "a piece of shrapnel lodged that day [in 1956 ] in his innards was believed to have prompted the cancer that killed him over two decades later." The festering shrapnel left as a residue of the Soviet take over of Budapest would take twenty years to kill him; the train tracks below the image are implicitly compared with the festering, lingering wounds, the tracks cutting across the landscape like a scar.
But the scars that Silas uncovers are created through her memorialization project, not symbols apparent on the actual landscape; along the death march route Silas found no memorials to the women who died there, only at the end of the march did she encounter a tiny museum in Volary that served as a memorial. Of course, if all death marches were marked, many European roads would bear signs. However, as revealed in "Day 16, Tuesday 28 April, Deplowice to Jeseni" [ Figure 5 ] other markers and memorials graced the side of the road yet with only scant explanation. As Silas notes in the caption, she found that some gravestones were "quite beautiful and contain[ed] painted or engraved imagery-others more simple. Isolated from the town cemetery, I wonder how it is that they came to be buried by the side of the road." On first glance at the photograph, "Day 16," it would be easy to miss the gravestone thickly embedded in overgrown weeds and surrounded by a dense forest. Silas framed the gravestone in the lower right of the image so that the dirt road stretches away from it, carrying the viewer's eye toward the left background of the photograph. But the buried tombstone reminds us again of the missing markers to the marchers; and, as do the captions of violent news clips from 1998, remind us that other tragedies befall us-both in the space where these women suffered in the past and globally in the present. In contrast to the many Holocaust memorials that pepper the early twenty first century European landscape (and are legion in the U.S.) the almost complete lack of memorialization of the Helmbrechts death march is striking and highlights the recovery project Silas was intent on achieving. xxxi In Volary, Silas finally encountered one burial area, created at the Allies' insistence, for the death march victims; the town planted a row of trees along the edge of the area so it now appears that the 95 women buried there are interred in a separate space than the local dead. Silas discusses this cemetery at the end of Helmbrechts walk but the accompanying photo is not of the graves. As if peering through the screen erected by these trees, Silas's beautiful photographs resist this separation and forgetting.
While these were the only graves for the women who underwent the march, the detritus of war could still be found in the topography through which Silas moved. The The penultimate image of Helmbrechts walk, a self-portrait followed only by the epilogue describing Halina Kleiner's memories of the death march that I referred to above, is the only self-portrait in the work. The photograph features a decaying house, a darkening sky, and, in the centre, a traffic mirror reflecting a tiny image of Silas, donning a yellow rain slicker and distorted by the fun-house effect of the mirror [ Figure 8 ]. The lines of the drab building against which Silas is framed are also distorted and made wavy by the mirror. The desolate house and cracked fence behind the mirror offer testimony to the forgotten quality of the topography of the march. Because she represents herself in this way, so that her tiny figure almost corresponds with the exact center of the image yet the rain coat and camera hide her from view and the mirror distorts her, Silas indicates at once how marginal and how central she is to the performance of retracing these women's steps. The self-portrait thus reflects on how the artist relates to history as conflictingly crucial and sidelined.
In a file cabinet in Brooklyn Silas keeps 22 stones (which were not exhibited with the book) one collected on each day of her walk. These stones are pieces of the landscape of the old world transported to the new world; they echo Jewish memorial stones yet they cannot find graves on which to repose; they offer mute witness to historical atrocity and indelible marks of continuity. The carefully framed, bleak images that Silas has created tell stories all on their own; inserted into the context of a World War II death march and combined with the captions offering a contemporary catalogue of catastrophes from the news of 1998, they tell a rich, complex story about memory, forgetting, witnessing, and trauma that offers a unique contribution to Holocaust art; her images expose the violence of the landscape, resist the erasure of memory, and re-appropriate a landscape tradition made suspect by fascist use of it.
II. Collier Schorr, Forests and Fields
The wilderness is thus a deliberate sign for human absence, and it aspires, however paradoxically, to be a landscape without a witness. she noted that Forest and Fields was a way for her to "separate being Jewish from the Holocaust"; she also claimed that it was "healing" to reflect on the Holocaust through a German point of view. xl In response to comments such as these, Rhonda Lieberman quipped, "we don't want to be victim-identified here, but must we go the extra mile and embrace our inner Nazi?" xli Leslie Camhi echoes this sentiment when she wonders whether it was "worth breaching this particular taboo [against Nazi imagery] for what seemed a private fantasy?" xlii These remarks rightly address the problematic nature of Schorr's project.
By breaking the taboos against Nazis, by posing, as I show below, beautiful young men against gorgeous German landscapes is she fetishizing fascist ideals? Or is she rather deconstructing them?
Precisely because the figures are often framed against the natural landscape, and heightened by the fact that many of them were shot in black and white, they exhibit a timeless quality that makes it hard to determine whether these are current or wartime images, In the photograph above [ Figure 11 ], the reclining "soldier" casually cuddles a rifle, as if more concerned with a point in the dreamy distance than with the technology of war.
Behind him ripe fruit trees represent the landscape as a fertile space far from war. In another, similar, photo (not shown here) the sun emerging over the trees lends the image an eerie religiosity. The sense of distanciation in these pictures results no doubt quite simply from the fact that the boys are not Wehrmacht soldiers and that even their fathers were born after the war; their grandfathers may have served in the Third Reich's army but the models would be keenly aware of the Nazi genocide not as victims or culprits but as products of the contemporary German pedagogical system that rigorously teaches the Holocaust. When
Schorr poses these models in the woods she self-consciously comments on German fascism's fascination with the forest; as she notes, "I was interested in the tradition of photographing the landscape, and finding a way to insert more tension into it….If the tree, if the forest is the pride of Germany….I wanted to bring to the surface a lot of what made it so important. What made it so important was the violence." xlvi By inserting her models into a German landscape riddled with traumatic memory, Schorr recoups the fascist tainting of the landscape tradition and appropriates it for a Jewish, anti-fascist sensibility.
Schorr implicity explores this violence from both the American and German "sides" of the war by posing her models in both American and German uniforms. In " Apples and Gun" (2004) [ Figure 12 ] the same model who had donned Wehrmacht garb sits peacefully under a tree, dappled in the shadow of its leaves, the words "US" visible on his shoulder strap over his bare chest. As an accent to his at oneness with the natural surrounds, some of the apples from the tree are gathered in his helmet. But neither the gun nor the apples hold the "soldier's" interest. Aloof from war as much as from the effort of collecting apples, the soldier stares fixedly away from these objects, away from the photographer and into a point in the distance. The focal point of the image does not, as in so many other Schorr portraits, pay his viewer any mind. As with the figure in Nazi uniform beneath another tree, the gun, the symbolic representative of the violence of war, appears almost incidental to the peace of being in the landscape.
In "Helmet Kindling and Deer Feed (Winter) Durlangen" (2000) [ Figure 13 ] Schorr combined still life with landscape and posed another helmet, this time overflowing with pinecones; but in this image a sparse tree stands sentinel behind the helmet. On the one hand this photograph highlights the violence of landscape because where in this curious still life/landscape mélange we might expect a peaceful image, the military presence of the helmet disrupts the calm; on the other hand, the helmet's use as an innocuous carrier of apples renders it non-violent and peaceful. Thus while the reminder of literal and metaphorical military memories in this piece puncture the screening of violence that the landscape might allow, the simultaneous mitigation of that recovered violence complicates this rupture. Whereas the trees in the previous two images, of a "Nazi" and a US "soldier"
are lush and ripe with fruit, the tree in "Helmet Kindling" does not seem capable of producing the lavish spread of apples that lie below it.
III. Conclusion
Surfaces of the present collapse into the horrors of the past without any attempt at reconstruction.
-Sander Gilman have been very disturbing to replicate this immensely painful journey. As Edward Linenthal puts it, "reenactors seek imaginative entry into the heroic past, re-creating the total environment of the time of the battle." xlix Silas made no attempt to re-create the "total environment" of the past; on the contrary she was at every step acutely aware of the abyss between past and present. Silas wanted to get a better sense of the terrain, wanted to see in order to empathize, and wanted to engage with the topography in a more intimate manner.
As the daughter of survivors, the Holocaust has been indelibly woven into Silas's life and this retracing is more exploratory, more open, than the approach to the past of Civil War and other battle re-enactors. sized wax figure appears to be praying; as the gallery-goer enters the room from behind, there is a shock as she/he realizes that the face of the seeming-boy is that of a man-aged
Hitler.
lii These examples represent a mere smattering of the many more legion irreverent post-Holocaust art works being produced now. A radically dissimilar perspective colors Silas and Schorr's projects: Silas focuses on the victims' experiences and Schorr explores, in a performative, irreverent way, not the experience of the perpetrators but rather our twenty-
